Abstract: A simple and secure binary matrix encryption (BME) method is proposed and formalized on a linear algebra basis. The developed cryptography scheme does not require the idealization of a set of complex procedures or the generation of parallel bit stream for encryption of data, but it only needs to capture binary data sequences from the unprotected digital data, which are transformed into encrypted binary sequences by a cipher matrix. This method can be performed on physical or application layer level, and can be easily applied into any digital storage and telecommunication system. It also has the advantage that the encrypted data length is not increased, which avoids additional burden for data storage and transmission. In order to validate the presented methodology, a GNU Octave program code was written to encrypt and decrypt data files.
Introduction
As the telecommunication infrastructure is developing and increasing around the world, privacy is gradually being put into check [1] , since pernicious individuals, corporations and even oppressive governments are always ready to take self advantage from the monitoring of unprotected digital data. The use of cryptographic techniques has an essential role on the security of information and transactions details. As described in [2] , cryptography enables the user to store confidential information or transmit it across insecure networks so that it cannot be read by anyone except the intended recipient.
Linear algebra theory has a vast number of applications over all fields of engineering. The importance of linear algebra for applications has risen with the development of the computational resources [3] . With the support of modern hardware and software, scientists and engineers now work on multidimensional problems more efficiently than decades before. The knowledge of linear algebra concepts is also relevant to assess issues such as existence and uniqueness of solutions in a linear system design. Cryptography is also a research area that can benefit from the linear algebra theoretical background. It is desirable, for instance, to know in which conditions a encipher process, represented as a linear transformation, has a related inverse transformation that fully restores the encrypted data.
There are a great number of encryption methods used for maintain the information secured. Their complexity and ability to resist attack varies from one algorithm to another [4] . The simplest and popular methods are based on XOR (logical exclusive or) cipher techniques [1] , where a bit stream is generated to perform XOR operations with the target data bits. The drawback of this technique is that for repeated occurrences of the same encrypted bit sequence, it is very easy to retrieve the key if it is not sufficiently long. Such occurrences are most commonly spaces in text files or silence on audio files. Because of this, many strategies and derivations have been developed to increase the safety of the XOR cipher, which ends up increasing the complexity of the method.
In this paper, a simple and secure encryption technique is proposed, based on established linear algebra concepts and performed by binary cipher matrices. This technique is named here as Binary Matrix Encryption (BME) method and can be readily assimilated and implemented by a programmer or computer engineer. The method acts directly on the binary representation of data, so it can be used to encrypt any type of digitalized information, not only by software, but can also be incorporated into physical layer designs. Until now, the most famous method of cryptography based on linear algebra is the Hill Cipher, which was invented in 1929, when the digital representation of information had not yet been imagined. The Hill Cipher performs the encryption of text messages, dealing with the representation of information at a high level, characterizing itself as a polygraphic substitution cipher. Because of this, there was little interest in applications as well as no greater research efforts into the development of the technique in the field of computer technology. Therefore, a great contribution of this work is to apply the concepts of linear algebra for cryptography at a binary level in a well posed theoretical basis.
Cryptography algorithms can be classified in Symmetric and Asymmetric key cryptography. In symmetric key encryption, only one key is used to encrypt and decrypt data. The key should be distributed before transmission between two parties. The Key characteristics is essential for encryption and decryption. If a weak key is used, the likelihood of the data being decrypted by a spy is increased.
Symmetric algorithms are of two types [5] : block ciphers and stream ciphers. The block ciphers deal with data in groups or blocks. Examples of block ciphers are the Data Encryption Standard (DES) [6] , Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [7] and Blowfish [8] . Stream ciphers encrypt bits individually by adding a bit from a key stream to a bit from the original message. RC4 is a stream cipher algorithm [9] .
In asymmetric key encryption, two keys are used; private keys and public keys. Public key is used for encryption and private key is used for decryption (e.g. Digital Signatures). Public key is known to the public and private key is known only to the user. Asymmetric key encryption is used to avoid the need of key distribution. Asymmetric encryption techniques are considerably slower than symmetric techniques, since they require more computational processing resources [10] . The BME method proposed in this work is a symmetric key algorithm of block cipher type.
To summarize the exposition of the model, extensive mathematical discussions about binary or Boolean vector spaces are avoided. This theory is discussed in many papers, as in [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . However, the concepts from linear algebra with practical relevance to this work are addressed. The main focus of this work is to establish a bridge from the linear algebra theory to the consolidation of practical and simple rules for data encryption.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the most used symmetric key block cipher techniques. Section 3 describes the proposed methodology on the basis of linear algebra theory and the necessary restrictions on the binary matrix that performs the cryptography. The section also discusses why the BME technique is more secure than XOR cipher techniques for bit sequences of the same length. Section 4 shows the GNU Octave program code and the results for the encryption and decryption of a text and an audio file. The conclusions are provided at section 5.
This section lists and describes the most used symmetric key block encryption techniques and their particularities. None of these methods is related to linear algebra theory, but the most commonly used techniques are similar in the fact that they resort to XOR operations, so that the BME method proposed in this work can be seen as a paradigm break if it becomes widely used.
DES (Data Encryption Standard)
DES (Data Encryption Standard): DES was the first encryption standard published by the American National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [6] , released in 1977. It uses one 64-bit key. Out of 64 bits, 56 bits make up the independent key, which determine the exact cryptography transformation and 8 bits are used for error detection. The main operations are bit permutations and substitution in one round of DES. Six different permutation operations are used in both key expansion stage and cipher stage. Decryption of DES algorithm is similar to encryption, only the round keys are applied in reverse order. The output is a 64-bit block of cipher text. Many attacks and methods recorded the weaknesses of DES, which made it an insecure block cipher key.
3DES (Triple Data Encryption Standard)
3DES is an enhancement of Data Encryption Standard. It uses 64-bit block size with 192 bits of key size. The encryption method is similar to the one in the original DES but applied three times to increase the encryption level and the data security. 3DES is slower than other block cipher methods. It is essential to avoid having the same key for the encryption steps since the output will only be a slower version of DES [16] . 3DES is very efficient in hardware but not particularly in software. It is popular in financial systems as well as for protecting biometric information in electronic passports [17] .
AES (Advanced Encryption Standard)
AES is also known as the Rijndael's algorithm [7] . At the end of 1990's, It was recognized that DES was not secure because the method was starting to become vulnerable to brute-force attacks due advancement in computer processing resources. The purpose of NIST was to define a replacement for DES that can be used in non-military information security applications by US government agencies. NIST specified the new advanced encryption standard algorithm must be a block cipher capable of handling 128 bit blocks, using keys sized at 128, 192, and 256 bits. It encrypts the data blocks of 128 bits in 10, 12 and 14 rounds, depending on the key size. Its successful use by the U.S. government led to widespread use in the private sector, leading AES to become the most popular algorithm used in symmetric key cryptography. AES encryption is fast and flexible and can be implemented on various platforms especially in small devices [10] .
Blowfish
Blowfish was designed in 1993 by Bruce Schneider [8] as a fast alternative to existing encryption algorithms. The block size is 64 bits, and the key can be any length up to 448 bits. Blowfish has variants of 14 rounds or less. It is a very secure cipher but it is has been replaced by Twofish and Rijndael's due to its small 64 bit block size. Blowfish uses simple operations that are efficient on microprocessors such as exclusive-or (XOR), addition, table lookup and modular-multiplication. It does not use variable-length shifts or bit-wise permutations, or conditional jumps. The technique also makes use of previously computed subkeys. Blowfish is one of the fastest block ciphers that has been developed to date, but it slowness when changing keys prevents Blowfish from being used in some applications. This cryptography method was created to allow anyone to perform encryption free of patents and copyrights. Blowfish has remained in the public domain to this day. No attack is known to be successful against it, though it suffers from weak keys problem [10] .
The proposed BME method: Materials and methods
This section will focus on the encryption of a binary sequence of two bytes at a time, so this implementation of the proposed method is destined to cipher each sequence of sixteen bits into an encrypted binary sequence of the same size.
3.1
The binary matrix encryption model
Suppose that b o is a 16-bit sequence in a column vector disposal, extracted from the original data. Therefore, an encrypted sequence b enc can be obtained by multiplying a binary cipher matrix C by b o , such as
Some requirements or rules are needed for setting the binary matrix C:
(i) The matrix must have sixteen columns or its matrix multiplication with b o could not be performed.
(ii) The columns of C must be a linear independent set of vectors, otherwise the linear transformation performed by C would not be "one-to-one" [3, 16] and, therefore, different vectors b o would generate the same b enc , leading to confusion on the decryption process. This is the uniqueness requirement for the recovering of the original bytes.
(iii) In order to preserve the data size, the encrypted sequence b enc must also have the same size of b o , in this case, 16 bits. Furthermore, b enc cannot have fewer bits than b o , otherwise the requirement (ii) for C could not be fulfilled. Therefore, C must have strictly 16 rows in order to generate a 16-bit sequence for b enc . To conform to the linear algebra semantics, this is denoted here as the T: B 16  B 16 requirement, where T represents a linear transformation and B 16 is the sixteen-dimensional binary vector space. Some caution must be directed to use of the term "binary vector space", since it not obeys all properties of a usual vector space. One of them is that a binary vector space is not infinite, given that B 16 , for instance, has "only" 2 16 = 65536 vectors (different sequences of 16 bits). This justifies the next restriction for the cipher matrix.
(iv) Each row of C must not have more than one element with the value "1", or some results for b enc would not be a binary vector. The in-depth meaning of this rule will be explained later in this section.
Therefore, based on the above requirements, the encrypted matrix C is square of order sixteen (the number of bits in b o ) and must formed by a scramble of the identity matrix columns. Suppose that I is the identity matrix of order 16 
such as I n (n = 1, 2,…, 16) is the n th column of I. The column I n has sixteen elements (one per row), only a element "1" at its n th row and all the remaining elements are "0". The cipher matrix can be obtained by a scramble of the columns of I, for example 
In this case, the columns order "|5|7|15|13|3|2|8|4|16|11|14|9|10|1|12|6|" can be considered as the key for the encryption/decryption process using this cipher matrix. The total of possible permutations or keys is given by 16! = 20922789888000, which is a huge number of keys to be considered by a potential spy, presuming that he knows about the encryption method being used. Some permutations will not be efficient as an encryption key. If C = I, for example, (1) shows that the encrypted byte will be the same as the original byte and there will not be any encryption at all for the key "|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9|10|11|12|13|14|15|16|". The higher the shuffling of columns of the identity matrix, the stronger the encryption will be. . This is another interpretation of why there cannot be more than an element "1" in a same row of C, otherwise two distinct bits in b o would be directed into the same position in b enc , and this cannot be expressed as a binary output. Furthermore, two or more bits in the same column of C is also not advisable, because the same bit in b o would be transferred into two or more distinct positions in b enc , and the remaining bits in b o would have less positions to occupy in the encrypted bit b enc , causing information loss or the need to vainly increase the size of b enc (and the number of lines of C) to make room for the redundant bits. However, this would violate the rule (iii), since the size of the encrypted sequence would be higher than the size of the original sequence. Therefore, a encipher matrix C formed by a scramble of the identity matrix columns is the only way to grant that all exposed restrictions are fulfilled in order that no bit redundancy or data loss will undermine the decryption process of the encrypted bit sequence. There is not also a miraculous procedure to reduce the size of the encrypted data at the encryption process without bit loss. It can only be achieved if one or more bits of the original sequence are not relevant and then can be discarded.
We obtain the decryption equation by left multiplying each side of (1) by the inverse of C, which leads to
where is expected that b dec = b o after decryption. The use of the inverse of C provides another way to explain that C must be square with its columns forming a linear independent set of vectors, otherwise C would not be invertible.
The inverse linear transform performed by C -1 = [dij] will relocate each bit to its start position in the sequence. Therefore, d ij = c ji and in this case the property C -1 = C T is valid, where C T is the transpose of C. This occurs because the established cipher matrix is an orthogonal matrix [19] , with its rows and columns formed by orthogonal unit vectors. The decipher matrix related to the example in (3) is described by (5) . Figure 1 shows a block diagram describing the encryption and decryption processes via the proposed BME method. 
The presented mathematical basis can be considered an abstraction of any developed procedure for bit scrambling, i.e., even if the scrambling process and the restoration of the binary sequence could be done "manually", the equations (1) and (4) would be subjectively describing these processes, and the "hands" would be fulfilling the role of the matrix C as performers of the linear transform that encrypts and decrypts the binary sequence. This means that the mathematical theory interprets the means adopted in practice, and not the reverse. In the electrical circuit theory, for example, it is common to express the output signals from a circuit as a multiplication of a transmission matrix by a vector of input signals. The matrix representation, as the name says, is just a representation. In practice, the output signals are being produced by meshes of elements such as resistors, capacitors, transistors, etc. However, this abstraction allows us to model the problem through a highlevel algorithm, without the need of detailing the physical schematics or practical procedures of how it is being accomplished. 
Security aspects
The proposed BME method has not the same drawback of the XOR cipher techniques. With the BME it is very difficult to retrieve the key from repetitions of a given sequence of encrypted bits. First, suppose a 16-bit sequence with only zeros (0). The encrypted sequence will have also only zeros since it obeys the property T(0) = 0 inherent in all linear transformations. Therefore, this property is valid for all possible BME keys, because each key represents a cipher binary matrix that performs a linear transformation. On the other hand, the XOR ciphering is not a linear transformation and T(0) will directly give the key used for encryption to an external observer.
Suppose now that b o is a usual binary sequence appearing repeatedly at many points of the original data. As commented before, the total number of keys in the proposed 16-bit BME method is 16! = 20922789888000. However, the total number of possible 16-bit sequences is 2 16 = 65536, which means that many different keys or linear transformations will generate the same encrypted sequence from b o . In contrast, the XOR cipher techniques using a stream of 16 bits only have also a total of 65536 keys and each key will generate a different encrypted sequence from b o . If a spy identifies the repeated encrypted sequence by a spectral analysis and relates them to b o , he can easily retrieve the key and decipher the entire message. For this reason, XOR cipher techniques use bit streams as long as the message or other strategies are added in order to increase security [1] .
Regarding 16-bit sequences, Figure 2 compares the number of ways to generate a specific encrypted sequence (b enc ) from a given original sequence (b o ), considering the two cipher techniques. The number of BME keys that perform the same encryption for the same pair of original and encrypted sequence depends on the number of bits "0" and "1" that compose these sequences, which is shown in Table 1 , where Num("0") and Num("1") are the number of occurrences of each binary value within these sequences. With the XOR cipher technique, only one key can relate the two sequences at any case. From Table 1 we can conclude that the example shown at Figure 2 is the worst case for the BME technique, i.e., when the occurrence numbers of each binary value are equal, a spy has the best yet very small chance to discover the key. 
Results and further discussion
This section presents the results for two simulation cases employing the proposed BME method, where the encryption and decryption of a text and an audio file is demonstrated. A program code for GNU Octave was written to achieve this aim.
4.1
Text file encryption by the BME method b_enc = C*bo'; %Obtains the encrypted bit sequence (Eq. 1). byte_enc_code1=bi2de(b_enc(1:8)'); %Obtains the encrypted byte 1 code. byte_enc_code2=bi2de(b_enc(9:16)'); %Obtains the encrypted byte 2 code. fwrite (fileID2,byte_enc_code1) ; %Saves the encrypted byte 1 in file. fwrite(fileID2,byte_enc_code2); %Saves the encrypted byte 2 in file. bytecode=fread(fileID1,2); %Reads another two original bytes from file. end fclose(fileID1); %% Deciphering the message: frewind(fileID2); %Moves the encrypted file pointer to the first byte. invC=inv(C); %Computes and stores the inverse of C in memory. byte_enc_code= fread(fileID2,2); %Reads two encrypted bytes from file. while ~feof (fileID2) byte_enc=de2bi ( %Obtains the deciphered bit sequence (Eq. 4). byte_dec_code1=bi2de(b_dec(1:8)'); %Obtains the deciphered byte 1 code. byte_dec_code2=bi2de(b_dec(9:16)'); %Obtains the deciphered byte 2 code. fwrite(fileID3,byte_dec_code1); %Saves the deciphered byte 1 in file. fwrite(fileID3,byte_dec_code2); %Saves the deciphered byte 2 in file. byte_enc_code= fread(fileID2,2); %Reads another two encrypted bytes from file end fclose(fileID3); fclose(fileID2); Table 2 : Contents of the original, encrypted and restored text files. The adopted key was "|5|7|15|13|3|2|8|4|16|11|14|9|10|1|12|6|".
Text file
Text content Bytes original.txt I consider that the Golden Rule requires that if I like a program I must share it with other people who like it. Software sellers want to divide the users and conquer them, making each user agree not to share with others. I refuse to break solidarity with other users in this way. I cannot in good conscience sign a nondisclosure agreement or a software license agreement.
So that I can continue to use computers without dishonor, I have decided to put together a sufficient body of free software so that I will be able to get along without any software that is not free.
( So that I can continue to use computers without dishonor, I have decided to put together a sufficient body of free software so that I will be able to get along without any software that is not free.
(Quotations from The GNU Manifesto, Richard Stallman, 1985) 638
Digital audio encryption example
The same program exposed in the subsection 3.1 is also used to encrypt and decrypt an audio file. The only changes in the program code are on the file names. An audio file named "original.wav" is encrypted into a file named "encrypted.wav" and the decryption result is stored in "restored.wav". Table 3 shows the file contents after execution of the GNU Octave code. As reported in Table 3 , the format of the generated encrypted file is not recognizable by any audio reproducer software. This is due that even the file header, which contains the format description of the file, was encrypted. However, the original file was fully restored after the deciphering process. For illustration purposes, in order to verify if just the digitalized audio data is strongly encrypted, the GNU Octave program code was modified to only encrypt the audio file after its header. In this way, only the audio data bytes are encrypted and thus, the file remains recognizable as an audio file. Table 4 shows the standard structure of Waveform Audio File Format (.wav) [20] . This is a file format for the storing of audio data in data chunks according to the Resource Interchange File Format (RIFF) [21] . It can be seen from Table 4 that the file header contents sums 44 bytes. Therefore, the encryption was set to start at the 45th byte. The new generated encrypted audio file is now recognizable by audio software, but the encrypted audio has not recognizable voice content, so the aim was achieved concerning the raw audio data. Figure 3 shows the graphical representation of the audio signals from the original, encrypted (except the bytes of the file header) and restored wave files. Figure 3 : Original, encrypted and restored audio signals with the BME method.
4.3
Comparison between the BME and the XOR cipher methods.
As was described at Section 2, the most usual techniques resort to XOR operations to perform cryptography, but includes many rounds, uses other procedures on the bit sequence and considers larger blocks of data to strengthen the key. In order to perform fair comparisons between the BME method and the XOR cipher by adopting the same parameters, a GNU Octave program was also developed to apply the traditional XOR cipher in blocks of 16 bits of information and adopting an arbitrary 16-bit key to do XOR operations with each block from the original data in only one round. The target file was "original.txt", shown at Table 2 . The XOR cipher program also have encrypted and decrypted the file successfully. Both programs ran in a computer Intel (R) Core (TM) I5-5200U with 2.2GHz of clock speed and the Manjaro Linux operational system. The BME program ran in an average time of 236.87ms and the XOR cipher program ran in average time of 240.81ms. Therefore, the methods have shown similar efficiency in processing speed terms. However, if it is considered that methods such as DES, AES and Blowfish uses many rounds and other operations over the data blocks, it can be fairly inferred that the BME method outperforms these methods in processing speed.
Conclusions
A simple and secure binary matrix encryption (BME) method was formalized on arguments and restrictions based on linear algebra concepts. The method basically multiplies a cipher matrix by binary sequences extracted from the original data, resulting in an encrypted binary sequence. The cipher matrix is generated from a scrambling of the identity matrix columns. The method can be used to encrypt and recover any digital information with the appropriate key. A GNU Octave program code was developed and used to encipher/decipher a text and an audio file, where the proposed methodology was successfully tested. The size of the encrypted information is not increased compared to the original information. The number of the total keys that can be used to encrypt a binary sequence of two bytes was estimated to be a huge value, so that a chosen key is difficult to be discovered by an unexpected spy. The number of total encryption keys can be hugely more increased if more than two bytes are grouped in a single increased binary sequence, to be encrypted by a higher order cipher matrix. Note also that the proposed BME and the XOR cipher technique are not mutually exclusive. They could be jointly applied to a bit sequence of same length to difficult even more a cryptanalysis of the protected data and a spy would have a very hard time trying to discover both the BME and the XOR cipher keys, even if he discovers repeated occurrences of the same encrypted bit sequence.
